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Book by Campbell, R. Thomas

"Like many war stories, the tale of the young and rebellious Commander Will Cushing was
tucked away into the dusty archives of history. Jamie Malanowski skillfully resurrects Cushing's
courageous adventures on the high seas during the Civil War in this action-packed page-turner.
Beginning with Cushing's youthful pranks at the U.S. Naval Academy and culminating with his
triumphant sinking of the Confederate CSS Albemarle, Commander Will Cushing is a must-read
about a daring young soldier whose extraordinary achievements have earned him a place
alongside America’s most celebrated naval heroes."― Senator John McCain"Jamie Malanowski
has brought to life one of the great, little-known swashbucklers of the Civil War. A fun,
exhilarating rush of a read, this is history told with the flair and panache of a great journalist."―
Nathaniel Philbrick, author of In the Heart of the Sea"It’s astonishing to me that I’d never heard of
such an astonishing and very American hero. Will Cushing is like a character out of fiction or the
movies―charismatic trouble-maker, patriot, half-mad can-do leader of men―and Jamie
Malanowski beautifully tells the ripping yarn that was his remarkable life."― Kurt Anderson, host
of Studio 360 on NPR"Commander Will Cushing is a happy combination of one of the Civil War’s
best tales and a writer whose taut, smart prose is up to the task of writing it. So much Civil War
writing loses its luster in an ocean of sheer data. In Malanowski’s hands the narrative just drives
forward, carrying you with it. A superbly entertaining book on a subject that, somehow, everyone
else overlooked."― S. C. Gwynne, author of Empire of the Summer Moon"Jamie Malanowski
restores Cushing to his proper place in the first rank of American naval heroes in this fast-paced,
rousing biography that illuminates both Cushing the man and the hero. Gracefully written and
admirably nuanced, Commander Will Cushing makes a significant contribution to the naval
history of the Civil War."― Peter Cozzens, author of Shenandoah 1862: Stonewall Jackson’s
Valley Campaign"Jamie Malanowski’s compelling history sheds new light on Will Cushing, a
major naval hero of the Civil War who, but for a technicality, would have surely received the
Medal of Honor. The Cushing name reverberates through those years, with four brothers serving
the North, including Alonzo, a cannoneer who fell at Gettysburg. But this story is about Will, and
it’s a corker."― Larry Smith, author of Beyond Glory: Medal of Honor Winners in Their Own
Words"[G]ripping, accessible… Malanowski’s nimble prose serves the action scenes perfectly
and gives Cushing’s battles the weight and presentation they deserve… [H]as the page-turning
excitement of a thriller…"― Publishers Weekly, Starred reviewAbout the AuthorJamie
Malanowski has written for The New Yorker, Vanity Fair, and the New York Times. Author of And
the War Came, about America’s six-month-long descent into war after Lincoln’s election, he lives
in Briarcliff Manor, New York.
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Steven, “Great book. It is a well written book on a little known part of the Confederacy. A great
addition to my library.”

Tim Kenney, “Confederate Navy. Excellent research!”

connie kindig, “Five Stars. good”

The book by R. Thomas Campbell has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 4 people have provided feedback.
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